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in this area due to the large number of technological prob- 
lems involved. ,Some researchers have obtained analytic'all 
~heoreticai results in tiie area of physical data allocation un- 
de: the restrictive ass[.mlptions of static and known access 
pa:.terns and independe'.~ce between programs and data. 

The remaining uns~',h.ed technological and operational 
l~r~,blems include mea~irement and evaluation techniqu.~s, 
maintenance of multipk image files, and security/privacy. In 
the next five to ten years significant benefits would accrue if 
data .translation techniqti~;s, an integrated data base control 
system, and rite integratcl, t dala base schema and physically 
distxibuted data issues were: investigated. 
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The advent o f  computer networks as defined by 

Roberts [30] brought about a great potential for 

sharing and distributing resources (data, programs, 
hardware, etc.) among heterogeneous computing 
facilities. Utilizing high capacity communications 
channels, the goal is to inter-connect dissimilar com- 
puter facilities to exchange information and to share 
resources. Unfortunately,  the trend towards sharing 
resources has yet to be fully realized within today's 
technology. This paper focuses on one of  the resource 
sharing goals o f  computer  networking: the sharability 
of  data, or more specifically, the ability for a number 
of  data base management systems to co-operate with 

one another and thereby share the data under their 
control. The temi distributed data base has been used 

to describe this area. Each researcher, ranging from 

Chu [14I to Johnson [25I,  however, ascribes differ- 
ent semantics to the area objectives. Following the 

work of  Aschim [3] and Levin [27],  we define a dis- 

tr ibuted data base to be a physical partitioning of  a 

data base over possibly different computing facilities 

while providing an integrated access to the data. it 
appears that the main reason that the trend towards 
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distributed data bases has not yet been realized is due 
to a lack of an underlying technology for integration. 
Facilities such as language and data translation to pro- 
vide communication among different computing en- 
vironments are necessary to achieve this objective. 
Furthermore, the operational issues of multiple data 
base synchronization, update and deadlock, have yet 
to be solved. 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the area of 
distributed data base technology and to summarize 
the state-of-the-art. The goal is to indicate the accom- 
plishments, recommend future research areas, and 
identify researchers in this field. 

The central go',d of distributed data base technolo- 
gy is the sharability of data among diverse users using 
different computing facilities. Specific goals which 
are, in some cases, analogous to the decentralization 
concept in data processing include reliability and 
backup, efficient use of existing resources, distribu- 
tion of data volume, partitioning to increase response 
time, and localization of data base controls. 

It is interesting to observe that the basic issues to 
be resolved in the area of distributed data bases are 
similar in form and substance to the ones that have 
been facing data base management system researchers 
for.the past 10 years. The myriad of distributed data 
base issues tend to fall into two categories: technolog- 
ical and operational. Covered in the technological 
category are the necessary mechanisms required to 
achieve integrated access and processing functions 
which include data translation, description and infor- 
mal:ion translation, language translation including 
manipulation and interrogation, and data directory. 
The operational issues address the software design 
considerations and the performance implications of 
tl~e distributed system. Included in ti.i~ c,*egory a,e 
the issues of multiple data base synchronization, con- 
currency problems (such as update and deadlock), 
and distribution/partitioning problems. 

2. Current re.arch in data sharing 

The large volume of technical literature on re- 
source sharing in computer networks has been as- 
sembled in the bibliographies of Blanc [7] and Ber- 
nard [5]. Eveu a cursory review of the literature indi- 
cates the extreme pervasiveness of the data sharing 
goal on the network, the data manager, and the user 
interfacing technologies. Current published and un- 
published research will be reviewed in terms of the 

approaches to data sharing, the design issues, and tile 
control system implications. 

2.1. Current approaches' to data sharing 

The benefits of a data sharing system may well be 
offset by tile problems involved with its access and 
use thereby discouraging user participation. A prima- 
ry goal of such a system is, therefore, to provide a 
common user interface which will guarantee ease of 
access to all users. There are ~wo fundamental ap- 
proaches to providing a common user interface: the 
centralized DBMS and tile distributed DBMS. 

The first approach to data sharing, the centralized 
DBMS, consolidates all files and DBMS functions into 
a single network node and generally assumes a single 
model of data and query language. The common user 
interface is therefore achieved dlrough standardiza- 
tion. Furthermore the centrali'/ed nature of the ap- 
proach eliminates many design problems inherent in 
distributed data sharing sy.~tems and requires only a 
modest level of network technology. However, a cen- 
tralized DBMS is based upon a total system design 
approach to distributed data systems (Comba [ 17]). 
Consequently, this approach is not well suited to the 
evolutionary environment of a large, general purpose 
computing network, since tile managemenl of data 
and computing hardware typically is not controlled 
by a single enterprise. 

The distributed I)BMS is the second approaclJ to 
data sharing. In a distributed system, data files and 
data base systems reside on different network nodes. 
In a distributed system, commonality may be achiev- 
ed either through standardization or integration. 

Standardization is similar to the centralized I)BMS 
approach in that a single DBMS is used, thereby per- 
mitring only a single data model and query language. 

It differs t¥om the centralized approach in that data 
files and management systems are distributed among 
the network nodes. This approach also relies in part 
on the concept of a total system design since homo- 
gencous DBMS's are fundamental to its architecture. 
Nevertheless, it is more suited towards an evolution- 
ary environment since the same DBM systems may al- 
ready reside on several network host computers. A 
higher degree of network technology is required since 
provision must be made for the transmission of 
queries and data files. 

The integrated approach to distributed data shar- 
ing differs from standardization in that different data 
base management systems are "allowed. This approach 
permits different query languages and data models to 
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be used but requir~:s translation mechanisms to achieve 
a semblance of  commonality. This approach is best 
suited to the evolutionary environment of a large gen- 
eral purpose computing network, but demands the 
highest level of  network technology and data base 
control systems. 

In an unpublis'led paper, Cashin [9] refers to the 
integrated approach as "data base interworking'. Net- 
work fde transfer and file access are given as current 
examples of interworking, since users express requests 
in terms of a local host sy=;tem and are protected 
from the access languages and conventions of the re- 
mote system. The major focus of discussion concerns 
the problems of translating between both query lan- 
guages and data models. Cashin proposes the formu- 
lation of a common query language data model to be 
used as a communication mechanism between data 
base systems. The relational model of data is suggest- 
ed as a possible common data model. 

Aschim [3l classifi,-d organizational structures of 
data base networks by two methods according to the 
geographical location of files and directories, and also 
according to the d.stribution and types of data man- 
agement systems used in the network. Important is- 
sues inherent to each classification are discussed and 
some solutions advanced. Translation problems re- 
sulting from a distributed integrated DBMS approach 
are investigated in light of standard and non-standard 
interlaces between systems. Several other issues in- 
volving translation between host computers are dis- 
cussed. 

Shoshani and Spiegler [34] investigate three ap- 
proaches to data sharing; the centralized data mar_a- 
gement system (CDMS), the standardized (SDMS), 
and th¢ integrated (IDMS), Advantages and disadvzn- 
~ages of each configuration are discussed. One impor- 
t.ant advantage of the CDMS is that translation of 
data and languages is not required and therefore this 
simplistic approach should provide good access time; 
however, the approacll inhibits the development of 
new data management systems and would be imprac- 
tical to implement since different DBMS's are often 
designed with different goals in mind. With the SDMS, 
failure of one node could not cause failure of the en- 
tire system. Like the CDMS, the SDMS approach in- 
hibhs DBMS development and does not permit exist- 
ing information to be shared. IDMS is the most evo- 
lu t iona~ approach but incurs the additional burden 
of translation. Development of a common data man- 
agement language is proposed as a viable solution to 
the tr~,nslation problem. 

The area of data file translation has been investi- 
gated by Merten and Fry [28] and a general method- 
ology based upon a high level data description lan- 
guage developed. An implementation of a prototype 
translator within this framework has demonstrated 
the feasibility of the approach and has provided fur- 
ther insights into the area (Birss and Fry [61). 

2.2. Program mid data distribution 

Program and data distribution involves both the 
logical and physical partitioning of software resources. 
In the Ph.D. dissertation by Levin [27], the state-of- 
the-art in distributed data bases was extended in the 
program and data allocation area. A model was for- 
mulated that considered the effect of ~the dependen- 
cies between programs and data and their optimal al- 
location in a network. The allocation problem was 
partitioned into three levels for solution. The first 
level assumed that the access patterns were static and 
known over time. A zero-one linear programming 
solution was developed for the optimal allocation of 
files, in the second level, the assumption that the ac- 
cess request patterns were known was relaxed and a 
dynamic programming solution approach was formu- 
lated. The third and final level addresses the situation 
where the access request patterns are unknown initial- 
ly. A statistical procedure for the estimation of these 
patterns was developed and incorporated into the file 
allocation model. This would be useful in the adap- 
tive reassignment of files in the network. 

Suthedand [35] in a BBN report recognized two 
fundamentally different approaches to the problem 
of physical data allocation in a distributed data base 
system. The first provides for the maintenance of 
identical copies of the data base at each network 
node, while the second allows for distributed, non- 
overlapping segments. These two approaches repre- 
sent the extremes of a spectrum of possible allocation 
sd~emes which involve varying degrees of redundan- 
cy. The goals of a data allocation scheme involve sev- 
eral issues. Distribution should provide protection 
against individual component failure thereby increas- 
ing the reliability of the system and providing for 
backup data fries. Furthermore, data should be dis- 
tributed in a natural fashion (geographically near its 
greatest use) such that efficient access of the data is 
realized. 

Sutherland also addresses program allocation as a 
dynamic process which is independent of a particular 
machine. Program allocation occurs at execution 
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time, such that processing occurs on a machine most 
suited to handle the task under current load configu- 
rations. Two approaches to the problem are discuss- 
ed. The first requires the constant collection of host 
status information to provide global knowledge of the 
network to a selection and routing proce-. The sec- 
ond approadl requires the local host to broadcas! a 
'request for service' to all appropriate machines and 
choose among those responding. 

Pioneedrg work in the area of physical data dis- 
tribution has been provided by Chu [141 in ", 'hich he 
investigated a linear programming solution to opti- 
mize the allocation of t'des in a network. Under the 
assumptions that 1) the number of file copies is 
known, 2) queries are routed to all files, 3) query pat- 
terns are known, and 4) a Poisson queuing discipline 
is assumed, he formulated a zero-one linear program- 
ning solution. It is well known that such a solution 
approach is only valid for small problems since the 
number of variables and constraints increase rapidly 
as the number of nodes in the problem increase. 
Whitney's Ph.D. dissertation [36] addressed the 
broader problem of computer communication system 
design but applied Chu's approach to the optimal al- 
location of files. Cascy [10] relaxed limitations set 
by Chu's model and showed that the proportions of 
update traffic to query lraffic determine an upper 
bound for the number of file copies which are main- 
tained in the network. 

One aspect of data distribution, the location of the 
file location directory or catalog, is the topic of cur- 
rent research by Wesley Chu at the University of 
California at Los Angeles [11. This research is direct- 
ed towards the analysis of directory location schemes 
under various situations. Steve Kimbleton at the Uni- 
versity of Southern California is currently involved 
with the problem of network file allocation I l l .  
Kimbleton has recently developed an 'optimal' assign- 
ment policy based on the minimization of process 
execution costs. The resulting assignment algorithm 
he clainas is cheap, easy to implement, as well as being 
intuitively acceptable. 

2.3. Distributed file system 

A distributed file system is dependent upon func- 
tions provided by opo~,~,ing systems, data base man- 
agement systems, and computer network systems. Re- 
search in any of these areas therefore is applicable to 
the area of distributed data bases. The research by 

Sutherland [35] for BBN responded to several impor- 
tant design issues. One issue addressed network tr~tns- 
parency as a means to provide a uniform degree of 
access to all network resources. This would be accom- 
plished using a network control system with a high 
degree of automation to reduce or remove explicit 
network interactions by a user. A concept based on 
the trapping mechanism of the TENEX system was 
proposed as one solution for implementation. Several 
other issues dealt with the maintenance and update of 
multi-image files on the system. One solution propos- 
ed involved the collection of global system update in- 
formation. Persistent processes (which insured tile 
eventual completion of tasks assigned to temporarily 
non-functioning machines) and time stamping of data 
were also investigated as possible solutions. 

in a reccr, t paper, Johnson and Thomas 1251 de- 
veloped a method for synchronizing multiple update':. 
in a multiple copy data base environment. Under tl:e 
assumption that each data base manager is responsibic 
for updating his copy of the data base and that com- 
plete communication exists among the data base 
managers, a time stamp solution is employed. The key 
feature of their approach to maintaining consistenc} 
and synchronization of the data base is to append a 
quintuple to each element which contains such infi~r- 
mation as time created, time last modified, site origi- 
nating change, etc. This approach allows several sites 
to maintain multiple copies of a data base in a consis- 
tent state, it should be noted, however, that the tinge 
used is in reference to the originating site (the net- 
work has no time synchronization of clocks as yet) 
which could potentially cause several updates to be 
lost. Additionally, Johnson places some severe re- 
strictions on the types of modifications that are al. 
lowed. 

Current research at the University of Illinois is in- 
vestigating the problem of maintaining multiple data 
base copies in a network enviromnent [lJ. Three 
primitive operations are proposed and several algo- 
rithms are provided as soIui.iolJS. Algorithms involv- 
ing clock synchronization or modification constraints 
have been avoided as much as possible. Problems con- 
cerning netw:~rk fa,.'lure recovery are also under study. 
Causes of fadure are classified and several solutions 
proposed. 

In a related effort (also at lllinois) resiliert proto- 
cols for computer networks are being analyzed [11. 
The purpose of this study is to determine how net- 
work communication protocols can be designed and 
imple ,,ented so that they are resilient to failures and 
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abu~ by aberrant or ntalicious software. Analysis of 
the ARPANET file transfer protocol has provided an 
initial indication as to the nature of the problem. To 
structure the area and decrease complexity, a layered 
approach to protocol resiliency was employed where- 
by a'l underlying protocols involved are assumed to 
be resilient. One other assumption permits a protocol 
process to  assume all errors are due to the communi- 
cation media or to the remote process. Initial findings 
have identified several problem areas concerning pro- 
tocol resiliency which include connection termina- 
tion, format inconsistencies, restart facility, and mes- 
sage synchronization. 

2. 4. Security and privacy 

The problems concerning security and privacy in a 
single host system are severely intensified when ex- 
tended to networks, in his BBN report, Sutherland 
1351 favors the implementation of a uniform user 
identification scheme and investigates the concept of 
'authentication sites" which would initially verify a 
user's identity. Upon successful Iog4n, an authentica- 
tion process would be assigned for the duration of the 
session and would automatically provide access to 
network resources where permitted. 

2.5. Deadlock 

Deadlock detection and prevention, like security, 
is an additional DBMS issue which is intensified when 
examined in the light of a distributed data base sys- 
tem. Important research by W. Chu and G. Ohhnacher 
[15] has investigated deadlock prevention and detec- 
tion mechanisms in distributed data bases. Three 
methods of deadlock protection are proposed. The 
first is a simple prevention mechanism which allows 
a process access to a resource only when all requested 
resources have become available. The second method, 
called the process set prevention mechanism, allows 
a process to proceed and access resources as needed 
except when the possibility of deadlock is detected. 
The third method provides a deadlock detection 
mechanism based on the analysis of process and re- 
source lists. Chu and Ohlmacher conclude that al- 
thougi ! the simple mechanism is superior in most ap- 
plications, the process set prevention and detection 
mechanisms provide for efficient file utilization and 
greater flexibility and may therefore be preferable in 
some cases. 

In a paper b)" Aschim [3], deadlock problems as- 

sociated with exclusive file lockout are investigated. 
In cases where individual files are not logically inter- 
related, two solutions are proposed; a two-stage reser- 
vation system which requires the assignment of 
unique priorities to all users or processes, and a fixed 
sequence reservation system which requires assign- 
ment of unique numbers to all resources. 

2. 6. Management o f  network name and relation space 

Two issues are of prime importance. First, the 
techniques used to identify and locate files, (such as a 
directory) and, second, the method by which the in- 
ternal logical structure of each data file is obtained 
(similar to the schema concept). 

Suthedand envisions the management of the net- 
work name space as a binding between names of 'en- 
tities' arid their location within the network. Two ap- 
proaches to this issue are discussed: the 'full access 
name' and the cataloging function. The full access 
na-nc accomplishes the binding by simply providing 
a ~etwork location field within every file name there- 
by Sl,ecifying the location explicitly. The cataloging 
function provides for a distributed data sharing sys- 
tem to maintain the name-to-location bindings inter- 
nally such that a user need not know the network 
location of the file. 

2. 7. Distributed DBMS control system 

The control system of a distributed data base 
management system may exist as an individual pro- 
cess, or could, in fact, be so integrated into the net- 
work systems as to be unrecognizable as a separate 
entity. The management of distributed data bases on 
a computer network i'; designated as a subordinate 
function of the resour~:e sharing executive network 
control system in Sutherland's approach. Those ~et- 
work functions which rnay be directly applied to the 
management of distributed data bases are separately 
singled out. Sutherland discusses several control prob- 
lems associated with two distributed data base de- 
signs. The first design plovides for the maintenance of 
identical data base copies at several sites, while the 
second design consists of non-overlapping segments. 
The emphasis of work concerning the first type of 
data base has been the development of control sys- 
tems which automatically maintain the redundancy. 
One issue of discussion is the problem of updating 
multiple copies of the same data. Several features of a 
control system with such capabilities are discussed. 
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One such feature involves the collection of network 
status information to provide information to modifi- 
cation processes. Another feature discussed is the 
"persistent' process, a program designed to queue up- 
dates to data bases residing on temporarily non-func- 
tioning hosts to insure that all updates are delivered 
only once and in the proper sequence. The use of 
time stamps as a solution to the update problem is 
believed to be fundamental to the management of dis- 
tributed data bases. 

Three major control system issues of non-overlap- 
ping segmented data bases are discussed: 

(!)  the maintenance of a global catalog; 
(2) ensuring duplicate entries do not occur; 
(3) ensuring data base entries are processed only 

once. 

3. Conclusions as to the state-of-the-art 

The research reviewed is divided into two catego- 
ries: 1) theoretical or analytical results, and 2) practi- 
cal software implementations. 

Theoretical mid analytical results 
Examination of the approaches to distributed data 

sharing systems has been investigated in several dif- 
ferent efforts and classification schemes which have 
been developed are rather complete. In the area of 
program and data distribution, theoretical results 
have indicated several approaches to data and pro- 
gram allocation, however, application to existing sys- 
tems is difficult due to the problems involved with 
measuring user/process access patterns and inter- 
dependencies of data. A fairly complete analysis of 
distributed file system designs has been provided, but 
actual implementations are dependent upon techno- 
logical advances in the area of computer networks in 
general. The major problem in this area concerns the 
update problems resulting from multi-image files. The 
issue of deadlock is fairly well understood and several 
algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem 
in a distributed data sharing system. Few research re- 
sults have been directed towards the topic of security 
and privacy other than to acknowledge the serious 
problems involved in a distributed system. The con- 
cept of the network name space has been researched 
in light of the master file location dictionary or di- 
rectory. Research has yet to closely examine the 
aspect of the network relation space, (a data structure 
which permits relations across file boundaries) and 

the creation of a master data schema. Several research 
efforts have touched upon the role of a master dis- 
tributed data base control system, but as yet do not 
agree upon the principal functions of such a system. 

Software implementations 
One of the research results from BBN has been the 

development and implementation of several distribut- 
ed data and program sharing systems. RSEXEC, the 
Resource Sharing Executive system is representative 
of the state-of-the-art of practical software implemen- 
tations. RSEXEC is an experimental distributed exec- 
utive system which functions to integrate the opera- 
tion of ARPA network TENEX hosts. Several advanc- 
ed concepts of distributed resource sharing have been 
implemented. One major feature of RSEXEC is a dis- 
tributed file system which span~ host computer 
boundaries and supports uniform file access and 
automatic maintenance of multi-image files (subject 
to the constraint that all files are operational at the 
moment of update), it also supports the concept of 
device binding such that all references ta a device are 
in fact directed to a remote host. 

RSEXEC is currently used by TIPS on the ARPA 
network to provide information services to network 
users. The design involves a "broadcast" initial con- 
nection protocol (for selecting a host for services) and 
a mechanism whereby multiple file images are consis- 
tently maintained. The important aspect of this im- 
plementation is that the feasibility of using large 
hosts to provide extended capabilities to smaller hosts 
has been demonstrated. 

McROSS, another BBN software implementation, 
is a system capable of running distributed among a 
number of host computers which simulates and ana- 
lyzes air traffic situations. McROSS also has the ca- 
pability to redistribute its operational parts among 
network hosts without interfering with the simula- 
tion. This capability evolved from the application of 
techniques for dynamic reconfiguration developed in 
an earlier software effort, CREEPER; a demonstra- 
tion program which could migrate from computer to 
computer within the ARPA network. 

4. Areas, requiring additional research 

The goal of data sharing in a multi-computer net- 
work intensifies the myriad of existing problerns in 
data management and introduces a new class of dis- 
tributed management problems. The existing ap- 
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proaches to the single system data management is- 
sues of phvacy, integrity, concurrent access, user in- 
terface, data model, data organization, etc. are chal- 
lenged by the distributed nature of tile data. The 
complexities and interaction of the numerous com- 
ponents introduce new issues at all levels in the sys- 
tem design process. Although st, me-techniques [35! 
have been developed for special cases involving a com- 
mon operating system and computer, research is 
needed "to develop a coherent methodolo~ for the 
design, implementation, and management of distri- 
buted data bases.'" An intensive research program is 
needed to: 

(I)  Decompose file underlying approaches to dis- 
tributed data bases, hi order to identify the essential 
components and their interrelationships 

(2) Develop a translation technology to include 
data language and data model translations 

(3) Design an integrating schema for the. network 
data base 

(4) Design of an integrated data base control sys- 
tem to handle update control, access cont,~ol, selec- 
tion, and integrity 

(5) Analyze and evaluate alternative data base or- 
ganizations for their effectiveness for a coherent 
metliodology 

Analysis of  the essential components of  distribut- 
ed data systems 

The area of distributed data sharing lacks a firm 
logical structure upon which research nmy be based. 
Previous attempts to structure the area have succeed- 
ed only in revealing the h i ~  degree of integration in- 
volved. As a result, subsystems are difficult to define 
and identify further complicating research efforts. 
Specific investigations should be directed towards 
providing functional definitions for I) operating sys- 
tems, 2)data base manager~ent systems, 3) communi- 
cations networks, 4) resource sharing executive sys- 
telns, and 5) distributed data base management sys- 
tems. 

These fimctional definitions will aid in the identifi- 
cation of basic sub-system responsibilities and should 
provide insights to the natur',d structure of the area. 

Development o f  translation technologies 
Optimization schemes which involve dynamic re- 

source allOcatiodwill depend on the ability of the dis- 
tributed system to store data and execute programs at 
any network node. Since the integration of different 
systems is tile most evolutionary approach to distri- 

buted data sharing systems, the ability to move data 
and programs from node to node will, in turn, depend 
on translation technologies in 1) data translation, 2) 
query translation, 3) data model translation, 4) pro- 
gramming language translation, and 5) operating ex- 
ecutive command language translation. 

The areas which specifically demand further inves- 
tigation are data query and model translation mahdy 
since these technologies must be developed to achieve 
integration of data base management systems, an ini- 
tial goal of distributed data sharing systems. 

Design of  ml inwgrating schema 
Several research efforts have been directed towards 

the concept of a master catalog system to identify 
and locate data files in a distributed system, and fur- 
ther investigation is required to develop search strate- 
gies and optimal configurations. One additional area 
which demands investigation concerns the concept of 
a master or integrating schema which describes the 
logical structures of all data files existing in the dis- 
tributed data base. This feature, in conjunction with 
the master directory, permits the determination of a 
data file's logical structure as well as its identity and 
location, and could possibly be essential to the devel- 
opment of query and data model translation scheaqes. 
The existence of master schema also permits the iogi. 
caL relation of data across file boundaries. All files in 
the network could then be considered as areas within 
a single large data base. The concept of a multi-inlage 
file could be extended in such a system to provide for 
multi-image records which are common to severa ! dif- 
ferent data files. Efforts should be initiated to deter- 
mine tile full ramifications of such an approach. 

Design of  an hztegrated data base control system 
Tile objective of a distributed data management 

system is to provide powerful resource sharing tapa- 
bilities without compromising the basic functions cur- 
rently provided by single host systems. Current inves- 
tigations indicate problems in the area of multiple 
image files. Research is therefore needed to determine 
the ramifications of multiple image files upon basic 

'DBMS functions. - 
Functions which require investigation include: 
(1) Data definitio~ - specifications must be devel- 

oped to describe multi-image file structures. 
(2) Interrogation - selection schemes to determine 

which file copy to use for a given application. 
(3)Update - problems with synchronization, 
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deadlock, a:ld data integrity must be investigated. 
This is a critical area. 

(4) Security - ramifications of the network upoa 
security must be evaluated. This is also a critical area. 

(5) Creation - specifications must be developed to 
describe expected access requirements to the system. 

Furthermore, the complexity of the distributed 
data sharing design demands research and develop- 
ment towards-a~i4.,ltegrating control system. The ob- 
ject of such a system would be to co-ordinate and 
control the functions of systems subordinate to itself 
such as operating systems, data base management sys- 
tems, network communication systems, and~t~ansla - 
tion systems. All functions required of a distributed 
data sharing system would be accomplished by the 
individual subordinate processes under control of the 
integrating system. In some respects research has al- 
ready discovered the need for such a system. Addi- 
tional research should be directed towards this area to 
permit efficient and optimal operation of the distri- 
buted system once the underlying technologies be- 
come available. 

Analysis of design strategies 
The advent of distributed data sharing technolo- 

gies will call for the development of sophisticated 
techniques to measure and analyze system perfor- 
mance with regard to different optimization strate- 
gies. The ewflution of these techniques is a critical 
factor in the evaluation of both static and dynamic 
distributed system configurations. Evaluations of this 
type are required by systems designers (as well as 
operating system procedures) to select resource and 
job configurations for the distributed data sharing 
system. 

Critical areas 

Further investigation into the area of multi-image 
file maintenance (with special emphasis towards up- 
date, data integrity and security/privacy) is critical, as 
computer network technologies have developed suffi- 
ciently to allow practical implementations of distri- 
buted file systems. In addition, translation techniques 
and master schema concepts will play important roles 
in the development of integrated data base control 
systems in the next few years and should be investi- 
~,ated. Furthermore integrating data base control sys- 
tem designs should be investigated as a technique to 
co-ordinate and control the sub-systems within the 
resource sharing network. 
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